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Data from the two electric field experiments and from the plasma composition
expuriment on ISEE - 1 show that th% spacecraft charged to close to -70 V in sunlight
at about 0700 UT on 1•l-!rch 17, 1975. Data from the electron spectrometer experiment
Show that those was a potential barrier of some -10 to -20 V about tho spacecraft
durin; Chic event
	 Tha potontlnl barrier was effective in turning bask emitted
photoelectrons to the. sr-aceer,nft.	 Pdtential barriers can be formed because of
differential charg-big on the spacecraft or because of tho presence of space charge.
The stringent electrostatic cleanliness specifications imposed on ISEE make the
presence of differential charging unlikely, if these precautions were effective.
Modeling, of this event is required to detemaine. if the barrier was produced by the
presence of space charge.
INTRODUCTION
4 
The International Sun Earth Pxpl.orer (JSE;E) project involves three spacecraft
which were designed to study the mognetospheric plasma under the auspices of the
International Mi netospheric Study program• ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 were launched on
October 22, 1977, into almost identical orbits but with a variable separation
distance in order to be able to separate temporal and spatial variations of the
environment. Their apogee was at 23 earth radii, and their period was approximately
57 h.	 ISEE-3 was launched into a "halo orbit" about the libration point at about
240 earth radii toward s, the ;;un from the earth.	 Further information on the ISEE
mission can be found in References 1 through 3.
The ISEE spacecraft serf built according to a set of electrostatic clennl iness
specifications ;,:h1ch were intended to make the exteriors of the spacecraft be
equipotenti,i.l surfaces and to prcvvnt the buildup of asymmetric potentials which
could inte,,fore with lot; cnergy particle and electric f.iel.rl measurements. The
specifications required that no exposed spacecraft component (with some exceptions)
charge to Potentials in c:;ces, of 1 volt kith respect to the spacecraft potential,.
This requirement datnmid(A that all spacecraft components that were exposed to the
plasma environment be ":sufficiently conducting," and be connected to the spacecraft
ground through low iniplAnncce paths. These sp ,.cifications which were also used in
the construction of the C1:0S spacecraft, appear to have been relatively effective;
the most negative potential reacted by GEOS 2 was -1500 volts in eclipse which is
*This work was supported by NASA Let- pis Research Center under grant NAG -320.
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much less than potentials renchod by other mngnctobpher1.c spacecraft such as ATS-5,
ATS-6 and SCATHA (References 4 through 6).
In spits: of there electro.;tntic cleanliness requir(MonLs, there have been
indications of significant charging events on 1SEC-1, with the spacecraft going, at
times to a negative poten;i.al on the order of -100 volt, in sunlight. These
Indications came from ion data obtained by the plasma composition experiment (Ref.
7) which showed that low rnerg,y (thermal) ions had been accelerated to kinetic
energies on the order of 100 eV before they were detected by the instrument. It is
important to understand such charging, events, if they are indeed renl, in order to
be able to evaluate the effectiveness of the electrostatic cler ► iliness
specifications. For example, the charging of electrostatically "dirty” spacecraft
such as AIS-5, ATS-6 and SCATIIA has been shown to be very dependent on differential
charging, effects (Ref. 8 and 9)• Differential. charging on a spacecraft can produce
a potential barrier which prevents low energy photoelectrons from escaping,, and can
thus lend to much larger negative potentials in suiil.ight than would otherwise be
expected. The purpose of t tis paper is to examine in detail such a sunlight charging
event on ISEE-1.
DATA THAT INDICATE CHARGING
Several experiments on ISEE-1 are capable of giving information on the potential,
of the spacecraft. In this section we present evidence from the two electric field
experiments and from the plasma composition experiment which indicate that between
0600 and 0800 Ur oil March 17, 1975 (Day 76), the ISLE-1 spacecraft charged to about
-70 volts in sunlight. At that time the vehicle was near synchronous orbit, ►1t 7.7
earth radii, and at 0300 local time. In addition, we present dates ft:om a
synchronous altitude spacecraft, ATS-5, on the same date but at about 0 1100 l ►T g tld at
midnight local time, arhich show that ATS-5 charged to about -6 kV in eclips Thus
the plasma environment during this period of time was sufficiently hot to provide
significant charging.
The	 spherical.	 double probe	 electric field	 experiment	 on	 ISLE-1	 (Re, f.	 10)
measures	 the	 potential	 difference between the	 probes,	 which	 Ire	 two	 4	 cm radius	 r
spheres	 at	 the	 ends of	 wire	 booms	 separated	 by	 73.5	 m	 in	 the	 spin	 plane of	 the
spacecraft.	 In	 addition, the experiment monitors	 the	 potential difference between
each of the probes and	 the spacecraft.	 The potential of the spheres with respect to
the	 plamna	 is	 adjusted	 to be near zero by introducing bias currents to 	 the spheres
based
	 on	 current/voltage sweeps	 which	 are made	 during	 a	 quarter-second	 interval
every 128 sec.
Figure 1 shows the qunntity V2S which is the potential difference between sphere
112 and	 tile.	 spacecraft during	 the	 interval	 from 0500 to 0800 UT on	 March	 17,	 1978.
The
	
spacecraft	 potential with respect	 to	 the	 sphere	 (which was near	 ambient	 plasma
a potential)	 is	 the negative of V2S.	 The	 figure	 shows	 that	 the	 spacecraft	 was near
zero vo1Ls at
	
0600 rmd
	
that it gradually charged	 to a more negative potential, going,
off-scale
	 at	 -50 volts	 at	 about	 0715 UT.	 The	 potential carte back on	 scale briefly
at 0745.	 Nring	 the period from 0700 to 0800 the vehicle potential was 	 close	 to or
more	 negative	 than	 -50
	
volts.	 Since	 the
	
sphere	 bins	 current	 is nogntive	 at	 this
time	 (i.e.,	 electrons	 are	 barn);
	
pushed	 oil to	 the	 sphere),	 the	 fist	 that	 tile_.
spacecraft	 is	 more	 negative	 than	 the	 sphere . Impli.es	 that	 the	 sphere	 and	 the
spacecraft are responding	 differently to the environment.	 For example, there may be
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mare secon dary electrons en ► i t ted from the sphere, or there cony be pote nt ial harrier
effects nrotntd the t;paeocraft LIM L are not around the sphere.
50V
	
0 V	 ....---", ......................... .
	
-50V	
1.
5 . 00	 6'00	 7:00	 8:00
TILIE OF DAY 76, 1978
Figure I. Probe data from M) er's electric field
experiment sc hoi Ing the probe— Lo — , p acecraft
potential (V?.S) front 0500 to 0800 UT on
t,;arch 1.7, 1978.
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Figure 2 shows similnr data from the Goddard electric field experiment on XSER-1
(Rvf . 11) • The active probes in this experiment are 36 in uninsulated trip sections
of two wires indep p rtdu ntly deployed to loll the of 106.7 m• This gives an effective
baseline between the two active elements of 179 m. The figure shows the potential
difference laett•reen one of these
elements and the spacecraft
during two periods of time; at
	 06HOOM
0600 nrtd at 0665 UT.
	
The
potentials of. the active elements	 30
in this experiment {are floating;
with respect to the ambient 1^2
	 ••
plasma	 That is, the potential O	 • • •	 •	 • • • • • • • • • •	 •	 • • •
of the e l emen ts is determined by > 0 .	 '• '•	 •
a	 current	 balance	 beLwo.en
coll.ecto(I	 plasmn	 ions	 and
electrons and emitted secondary
electrons and photoelectrons.
The	 float:in	 otenti n1	 is - 30g	 p	
0	 5	 10	 15	 20modulated by the spin of the	 SECONDS
spacecraft.	 The poLUTILial is
most positive when the wire
elements are perpendicular to tho
direction of tte sun si,nce this 	 30
is the orientation where the.
photoemission
	
current is a u,
maximum• JO
	
The floating potential of the	 0
active wire elements with respect
to the local plasma is not
directly	 measured	 in	 this
experimcjrt, but it is expected to 
_30
be	 on	 the	 order of	 a	 fete	 volts 0	 5 10	 15	 20
positive	 when the	 wires	 are SECONDS
perpendicular to	 the	 still Figure	 7..	 Probe data	 from
	
Neppner's
	
electricdiredirection .	 Thect	 in	 the
two	 spherical
other	 p her cal field experiment showing; the probe— to—spacecraft
field	 experiment	 floated	 ,nt Potential at 0000 and 0645 U1 on March 17,	 1978.
appr.raximarely	 +5 V	 during	 this
period	 of time,	 as determined	 from current/voltage sweeps when the bias current was
3
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zero. 1f the wire element is alno floating at about 4 .5 volts during; this time, then
the pacccraft potentizl has changed from near zero to about -25 V hcitwoen 0600 and
0645• These values are in reasonable agreement with the data shown in Figure I.
The plasma composition experiment is described in Ref . 7. It consists of two
identical mass spectrometers which can be operated independently. The ions enter a
collimator and theft go through a three-grid retarding potential analyzer (RPA). The
retarding grid is prograitmable between 60 mV and 100 V in 32 steps with approxi-
mately equal logarithmic intervals. After passing throu{ h the third grid, the ions
are accelerated through a potential difference of approximately -2950 V before they
pasts through a cylindrical electrostatic analyzer. Due to the pre-acceleration, the
lot,est energy step of the electrostatic analyzer passes all ions with external
energies bett,*een zero (i.,e•, those cold ions which can reach the spacecraft) and
approximately 100 eV.
A,
Figure 3 slioo,-j result,, from
0800 UT on March 17, 1978.
half-hour intervals, where the
data has boon accumulated as a
function of spacecraft spin
,angle
	 and	 RPA
	
retarding
potential. The cooait rate is
indicated by the gray scale,
with dark signifying high count
rates, and light signJfyi.nu low
count rates. The retarding;
potential, at which the count
rates are sharply reduced is a
measure of the (negative)
spaicecraft potential.
	 In this
mode	 of	 operation,	 the
ir,strument is passing all
species of ions, but it is
knocai from the other modes of
operation that the ions are
pr.edominmntl.y hydrogen but with
a sig;nif i.cno t oxygen component.
It can be seen that thi s
cut-off potential increases
during this period of time from
about 10 V at the beginnin g- to
someettat under 100 V at the
end .
the plasma composition experiment between 0600 and
Ilie four panels show ion counts during; the four
013:00.06:30 
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Individual. HPA scans were	
Figure 3. ?on data from the
	
e>;ami.ned during part of this 	 g	 plasma composition
period	 of	 time,	 and	 tic	 exp^-ril	 l from 0600 to 0800 UT oil 	 17,
spacecraft	 potential	 was	 19713• Dark indicates high ion counting rates and
	
 for scans when the	 light indicates low rates. The energy at which
	
experiment was most nearly	 the counting; rate decreataes abruptly is an
	
looking at ions coming; in the	 indication of the spacecraft potential
ram direction .	 lndividual.
scans wd;r y obtained opprog ininLely cvory Lhil minute's, 11though there ware sonic gips
	in the data. 	llle rvsul.t_s are	 shown in Figure 4.	 Again, the data show that the
4
	
1
patt'ntial nC the ,pacecr,ift increarwd in die nvgntive direction from near -5 V nt
41	 about 0630 UT to a value more negativtt thin -60 V after 0710 UT.
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TIME OF DAY 76, 1970
	 .
Figure 4• ISEE spacecraft potentials on March
17, 1978, inferred from the plasma composition
experiment.
F
Figure	 5	 shows	 a	 spectrogram	 from	 the	 UCSD	 particle detector	 on the	 ATS-S
sat- vIl i tc betvicen 0410 anci 0510 UT on the same day. 	 Data is only available during
the	 Lime when	 the spacecraft was
entering	 and	 %,ithin
	
the	 earth's WEA % Mrc: Cr-1-0
	 11101Mr.• a	 n• a	 +R• .r cr-+eim sr..^n, n. a	 m. a .v..,r
shadow.	 This	 was	 a	 period	 ,'lien
special operations	 of	 the AiS-5 ,W
ion	 engine and	 neutralizer	 were
being;	 carried	 out	 to	 test	 the a
^.!f	 eapabiLity	 of	 these	 devices	 to
discharj;c	 the
	
spacecraft	 (Ref.
12) .	 The	 spacecraft	 entered
eclipse at 0411; the neutralizer I+^EYSN•
was	 turned oil	 at 0418 and off at '
0433.	 The neutralizer consisted " x '7'0 !
merely	 of	 a	 lhcated	 filament
which	 could	 emit	 electrons) `^._ n:..	
^independent] y of	 operation	 of
o
FtUtGrr,
.	
.::	 ^
the	 ikon	 engine .	 During	 the
neutralizer	 operation,	 the Errnur
^	 spacecraft potential uras held	 to rn ► ^ ,,,^ , ;
about	 -2	 kV	 but	 when	 i.t	 was
turned off	 the	 potential, went	 to
about	 -6 kV.	 The	 ion	 spectrum
during	 this	 period	 of	 time	 as
measured by the UCSD detector is ^	 my	 r:or 1916	
s
in	 Food	 agrecmcnt	 with	 the	 ion Figure 5.	 A spectrogram from	 the	 UCSD particle
spectrum obtained	 by the	 1,1a1'EDEA detector on the ATS-5 spacecraft showing charging
experiment	 (lief.13)	 on	 ]SCIE-1 at to about -6 kV in eclipse on lurch	 17,	 1978. The
0700	 UT.	 Thus	 i.t	 appears	 that dark regions indicate low count rates.
the	 plasuia	 near	 geosynchronous
5
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orbit dnrlaF, t,hc morning, of March 17, 1978, was stiff [ci,ent1y hot to charge "dirty"
spacecraft such as ATS-5 to nevrral kilo';ol.ts negative in shadow, and "clean"
spacecraft such as ISSE-1 to approximately -100 V in sunlight.
EVIDE14CE FOR A POTE14TIAL BARRIER
Figures 6 and 7 shots electron data from the Electron Spectrometer erpe.riment • on
ISf 11,-1 (Ruf.. 14). The electron distribution function oil logarithmic scale is
shot, ►i ngoinst electron energy at 0600 UT (Fig. 6) and at 0700 VT (Fig. 7). At 0600
the spacecraft potential, was near zero whereas at 0700 the potential was on the
order of -40 V, as we shoucd in Section 2 (See Figure 4). At low etterg os, both
Fle,urc; 6 and 7 show a steepening of the electron spectrum characteristic of
photoelectrons and/or secondary electrons.
Ilia straight title in Figure 6 which goes through the lower energy el_sctrons
Indicates that these electroT,a are characterized by a density of about 20 cm 	 and n
temperature near 2 eV. These values are very reasonable for pl , otoel.ec trot) r emitted
from typical spacecraft :surfaces aL the earth's distance from the -un. Ili% actual
lulu2 of tite phot.oclectron den.si.ty wouLd of course depend oil material and on tho
orientation of the emitting surface wWi respect to the solar direction. 'file fact
that phntoelectrons with energies as high as 20 eV are seer ► returning to the
spacecraft indicates that there must be a significant electric field which turn
back the emitLed photoel.ectrons. In other words, there mu,-,t be a potential barrier
around the space ,.-raft. This behavior of the electron spectrum was seen at al l
orientations of the spacecraft during its spin, althot>,?h ttic magnitude of the
inferred photoel.ectron density was somewhat modulated by the PpJn.
ISEE ELECTRON DATA
0600 DAY 76, 1978; ¢ S V OV
I
W
r
	
_30 '	 1	 1
	
0	 25	 50
ENERGY W)
Figure 6. 1:1ectron distribution
the 1511.E electron spectrometer
March 17, 1978.
6
100	 125
function from
at 0600 UT on
ISEE ELECTRON DATA
"^ ""Y 7G, 1978; ¢
s ' 
-40V
3.44 eV
8.8cm 3 if pholoelectrons
8.8x10 5 cm"3 if ambient electrons
T'= 38eV
/ n = 0.48cm-3
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The b0hnvlor Of thf,; viectron sl ►cctrum in Figure 7 is similar to that in MI'Ve
6. 7h ►t, loot rnerg,y part of the	 is fitted well by a _11-►xwell Inn distribution
With a tomperatur.e of 3.4 vV and a density of ,nbout 9 c ► n	 if thane low ant;rl;y
cleat runs are ph +toclectrnns Cominf; from the spacecraft.
	 if these low energy
electrons were nmbi.ent p)c ► :;n;a electrons roaching a negntively_51inrged spacecraft at
-40 V, they would have to hnvc a density of almost 10 6
 cm
	
in the undisturbed
plasma. 71tis is completely unrenttonable for the plasma at this location near
gconyttchronou, orbit, in the earth'.: magnetosphere. We conclude, therefore, that
there most st:l.l ho. a potc.ntinl harrier around the spacecraft at 0700 UT in spite of
the negative spacecraft potential.
The highor cnr_rgy parts of tha d-istributions in both Figure:; 6 and 7 l;ivo
reasonnblce values for thn. plasma electron temperatuees and densities for tl ► is
location in the nicignctosphere. Mansurements of the electron spectrum at h1glic?r
energies by this inrtrumt!nt rnd also by the qundri.spCterical. 1,1's1'Rl)FA instrument (WA-
13) shoot a significant; incrc • sase of enorget:ic Q.eV) electrons over this time period
(not shown).	 Ilic ISLE--1 pl.nsma t•;r.,ve experiment and rocl:[o propagation erpc:rin ► cnt
(Ref. 15 and 16) both ii+di.cate th7t the plasma electron density during this period
of time was about 1 cm .
The existence of a negative potential barrier when the spacecraft is either
uncharged or at a negative potential requires a mcchanism for its formation. T7 ► ere
are too possibilities for a mc-chanisti: one is that ;:here is differential chaiging
of the spacecraft surfaces. This can lead to a potential distribution which has a
potential barrier more negative than the Spacecraft body if there were some isolated
-24
N
Y -26
Mu
N
rn
-28
0	 25	 50	 75	 100	 125
E14ERGY W)
Figure 7. 1J.ectron distribution function from
the ISE , electron spectrometer at 0700 UT on
March 17, 1978.
surface such is a dielectric nl,so at n more hvgative potential than the main body.
The :second po:,r;.ibility is that there is sufficient nc ,Fative space charge in the
vicinity of the spacecraft, produced by Lite. emitted photoelectrons and by the.
ambient plasma, that a rirgati.ve potential barrier is formed (lief. 17 and 18).
7
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The €situation I)rre on ISliL is rtrnewhnt similar to that on ATS-G vilete
pbotoeloctrous and secondary elt-crrons► were observed t.o be reflected from a,
potonl.ia) barrier about the spocecraf.t wl ►Gn th ►.- spact!crnft wits chnr^,H to a r ► c+,al.'ive^
potcnt.lr•.l (lief. 19). In the cns-cc of N S-G, it wn.9 5110M) Clint the observed potential
barrier., were to p
 large to b r: attributed to the effects of space charge (Ref. 20).
It wis inferred that the barriers minst be caused by differential charging. This wns
later tonfinned by detailed calculations (Ref. 8).
It nppears unlikely Lhat differential charging cnn be the mechnnirm responsible
for the creation of the potential barrier around the IS1:G spacecraft. Tile strin eat
cleanliness specificnri.ons th at were i.mpoacd should have prevented potential
difforences of more than 1 V between portions of the spacecraft surfaces. 	 The
p. recise ►nngnittide of the potentinl barrier about ISEE during this event is not
knovmi, since the returning photoelectrons were observed at oblique rnt:lwr thnn
normal angles to the spacecraft surface. however, since photoelectrons t;c,r.e
obseivr_d to return at energies up to abtTt 20 eV, it is likely that the rangnitude of
the potential barrio r was nt least 10 V. 	 This in too large to be attributed to
differential charging if the cle+rnl.iness spc-cif.ication , vere effective in 1.c(.pinF,
differential potentials to less than 1 V. Banco we conclude that the most likely
mechanism causing the formation of the potential barrier is the presence of space
cha rge.
In the solar wind and in the quiet magnetosphere, the spacecraft potential is
usuolly positive so that lour enor•gy photoelectrons would reLtirn to the spacecraft
a ►t)iniy, without the necoscity for the creation of a potential barrier. 	 The fact
that the electric field probes are floating a t about +5 V while the tspacccraft is at
about -70 V during this porlod does not necessarily imply an inconsistency. if the
current balance is bctween collected plasma electrons and escaping pliotoelectr.ons
and secondary electrons, than it is possible to have more than one potential at
which the net current vanishes (Rcf. 21). If the potential barrier has been formed
because of the presence of space Charge, it is not Surprising that barriers have not
been formed around the electric field probes which are quite small compared to
either the photocl.ectr • on or ambient plasma Debye lengths (a few meters and a few
tens of meters respectively).
CONCLUSIONS
(1) We have shown	 that on (larch	 17,	 1975,	 the	 ISl?R-1	 spacecraft charged to a
negative potential on	 the order of -70 V in sunlight. Evidence for the charging; ware
presented from	 the	 two	 eJ.ectri.c	 field	 experiments	 on	 the;	 spacecraft and	 from the
plr=a composition	 exper.i.rncnt• In	 addition,
	
are
	
showed	 that	 the	 ATS -5	 spacecraft:
charged to a potential	 of	 nbout -G kV in eclipse	 about	 threc ,hours earlier on the
same day but	 i► i	 %,fiat	 apper• red	 to be the same plasma environmcnt.
(2) We have shown, from the olvctroan spectromet.er  experiment on ISLE-1 that
there nppcared to be a potential b.irrier about the spacecraft during this event.
The potential barrier arcs oil 	 order of 10 to 20,V negative with respect to the
spacecraft body, and was effective in returning emitted photoelectrons to the
spacecraft.
_.	 (3)	 Tt is likely that the potential harrier wns produced by the effects of
spice chnrg;e rather than by differenti.nl charging; of the npricecraf.t surfaces if the
'	 8M	 ^
V '
elor.trotttntle clvanlinvi-n
mr, chnnism rocponsiblr for
►nodal frig of t1 ► ir. event .
electron yields approprint
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prventttJotis were iudetid effective.	 Verification of tho
Ri gs creation of the pot:entin] barrier roquires det-atilcd
'11i	 modeling, :ihould u!,o J i lin toolniesioil and vecoudary
e for the ISEE-1 surface materials.
We thank a number. of ISEE, e%per.imenters who l ► nve helped us by making their
dataavail able and nssl4t1nt with its interpretation: F. S. Mozer and A. Poders(,n
with the spherical double probe 0.:rtri.c field r.;r:.per.iment, J. P. 11appner and N. C.
M:tynnrd with the long—wire cloctric field c>;l)erin.ent, L. A. Fri-ink and T. E. 1s`nstman
with tho I.FTEDE;A, E C. Shelley and R. D. Sharp with the p1nsnta compo it.lon
experlme ► ► t, X. 1J. Q,,, J,vir: and J. D. Scudder with t:hr electron specttcj7aotor
experiment, C. C. Mrvvy with the wave propagfrttion experiment, and D. A. Gurnett
and R. P.. Anderson with the plasma wave experiment.
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